Seidio Announces Lineup of Cases for the HTC
One M9

HOUSTON - April 10, 2015 - Seidio is committed to protecting the new HTC One M9
against every day wear-and-tear with its variety of cases and screen protectors. From
the redesigned, slim SURFACE to the extra-layer of security and privacy provided by
the LEDGER, every smartphone user will be able to find a Seidio accessory that best
fits their needs.
DILEX Pro ($34.95)





Designed with two interlocking layers for slightly more protection than the
SURFACE
Interior Hexguard technology for extra protection
Adds only 2.2mm to the device’s profile
Available now

SURFACE ($29.95)






Interior TPU layer with Hexguard technology for added protection and shock
absorption
Exterior Polycarbonate layer protects against scratches while maintaining a slim
profile
Features unique slide-in design and precision cut-outs for easy access to all
ports
Available in late April

TETRA Pro ($39.95)


Precision CNC-machined aluminum bumper and shock absorbent TPU case
provide superior drop and scratch protection





Added protection at the corners, and beveled edges list device from surfaces
Offers a minimalistic look with easy installation that doesn’t require tools
Available in mid/late April

LEDGER ($34.95)





Italian Polyurethane flip cover protects the screen and adds a layer of privacy for
the user
Offers swivel backing to prop your device up in vertical or horizontal orientations
An interior card slot is used for storing a license or credit card
Available in mid/late April

Additionally, Seidio is currently offering its Ultimate Screen Protector and Spring-Clip
Holster designed for users who want a carrying solution for a non-cased device at
www.seidioonline.com. Seidio will also be offering a tempered glass screen protector,
VITREO, which will be available in mid-April.
About Seidio, Inc.
Founded in 2002 and based out of Houston, Seidio is a leading manufacturer of
premium mobile technology accessories designed for the mobile professional. Seidio
precisely designs its products to work seamlessly with the mobile device and with each
other. This innovative engineering sets Seidio apart from its competitors and allows
mobile professionals to use their devices with confidence, wherever their day takes
them. Seidio offers protective cases, extended life batteries, chargers, screen protectors
and anything else a professional might need for his or her mobile devices. For more
information, please check out www.seidioonline.com
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